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Key Concepts 

Conventional warm up (CWU), Vertical jump (VJ), Range of motion (ROM), Maximal voluntary 

contraction (MVC), Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness (DOMS), Countermovement jumps (CMJ), 

Drop jump (DJ), Squat jump (SJ), Plyometric training/jumps (PT), Resistance training (RT), 

Weight lifting (WL), Electromyostimulation (EMS), Yo-Yo intermittent endurance run/test level 1 

(YYIE1), YYIE1 until reaching 80% of VO2max (YYIE1 80%), YYIE1 until reaching 95-100% of 

VO2max (YYIE1 95-100%), Stretch-shortening cycle (SSC), Post-activation potentiation (PAP), 

Volleyball attack jump (VAJ), Volleyball block jump (VBJ), Volleyball attack jump without the 

attention to the ball (VAJF), Volleyball block jump without the attention to the ball (VBJF), 

Volleyball attack jump with an attention to the ball (VAJW), Volleyball block jump with an 

attention to the ball (VBJW). 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 

The demand for high level of explosive force in the volleyball, is one of the highest in sports 

(Stanganelli, Dourado, Oncken, Mançan & Costa, 2008). For example, among elite male volleyball 

players, during a five-sets game, the players have performed between 250 to 300 actions that required 

explosive force production. These actions require high level of agility and mostly, high vertical jump 

(VJ) (Hasegawa, Dziados, Newton, Fry, Kraemer & Häkkinen, 2002). Therefore, enhancing VJ is 

one of the most important objectives when enhancing overall physical capacity of volleyball players. 

A main part of their training program is supposed to be designed for enhancing this capacity. 

However, due to the many tasks that are required from a volleyball player, from a personal and a 

group perspective, the training for enhancing the capacity VJ becomes secondary and less important, 

especially during the games term (Stanganelli et al., 2008). 

 
the phenomenon of endurance exhausting or near exhausting run induces acute vertical jump 

enhancement 

Most volleyball players use conventional warm up (CWU) (sub-chapter 2.2.) in aim to reach 

their full potential of VJ capacity. However, athletes have reported that after an exhausting or near 

exhausting run of 15-20 minutes, with almost no recovery gap, they can jump higher than after a 

CWU. Moreover, they also claim that the jump is carried out as without effort with a floating feeling. 

This phenomenon which appeared in occasional reports, was already investigated among different 

athletes, most of them are endurance athletes (chapter 1.4.), none of them were volleyball players. 
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Gap of knowledge, the originality and the aim of the thesis 

If the phenomenon of endurance exhausting or near exhausting run brings about an acute VJ 

enhancement, it may be possible that multi repetition of training units, which will be consisted of an 

exhausting or near exhausting endurance run, immediately preceded by VJ training, will bring about 

a chronic VJ enhancement? This question was never examined. Therefore, the originality and the aim 

of this thesis was examining the effect of an intervention program of repeated performances of an 

endurance run at increasing speed until reaching exhaustion or near-exhaustion, preceding to an 

immediate VJ training, on the chronic enhancement of VJ among volleyball players. The originality 

of the thesis was also reflected by examining the phenomenon of endurance exhausting or near 

exhausting run and its acute effect on the immediate enhancement of VJ and agility of volleyball 

players. 

 
Development of the research studies 

The studies were developed from the phenomenon of the endurance exhausting or near 

exhausting run, which induces an acute vertical jump enhancement and represented by four studies: 

 First study: in aim to examine whether this phenomenon also occurs among volleyball players, 

a pilot study was conducted: "The acute effect of endurance run at increasing speed, which 

was performed by Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance 1 (YYIE1) test (Bangsbo, Iaia & Krustrup, 

2008), on VJ height of volleyball players". The data collection of the study began at the middle 

of May 2017 and was lasted a month (table 1). 

Three more research studies were conducted 

 Second study: in aim to examine whether the endurance run at increasing speed also affects 

the agility of volleyball players, we examined the acute effect of endurance run at increasing 

speed, which was performed by YYIE1, on the agility of volleyball players. The data 

collection of this study began at the middle of August 2017 and was lasted a month (table 1). 

 Third study: an intervention program was conducted, in aim to investigate whether performing 

multi repetitions of endurance run at increasing speed until reaching exhaustion or near 

exhaustion (YYIE1), accompanied by an immediate jump training, can lead to a chronic 

enhancement of VJ height. 

 Forth study: conducted in aim to examine whether there is an effect of the intervention 

program, on the volleyball VJ with the attention to the ball (volleyball attack and volleyball 

block). 
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The intervention program 

The intervention program was conducted in two terms, began at the middle of September, in 

total time of six and a half months and performed with addition to the regular volleyball program of 

all the research participants (table 1). Three groups of volleyball players among different volleyball 

teams, were participated in the program. The distribution of the examinees to research groups was 

not based on belonging to a specific volleyball team and the examinees from each team were divided 

into each of the research groups. 

The intervention program compared between two experimental groups and compared each 

one of these groups, to a control group. The intervention program was performed in two training 

terms. At the first term one experimental group performed a jump training of approximately 80 VJs 

to maximum height (divided into four jumping styles), immediately after YYIE1 until exhausting or 

near exhausting, and the other experimental group performed the same jump training immediately 

after CWU. At the second term the groups were switched. Both groups were VJ tested at the beginning 

of the program, between the training terms and at the end of the program. The results of both research 

groups were compared with the tests results of the control group, which VJ tested only, without any 

specific VJ training. 

No study has been found to examine the effect of an intervention program involving multi 

series of VJs to maximum height, as an independent training program to increase VJ height. All the 

program methods which are detailed in the literature review (sub-chapter 1.3.4), are engaged with 

resistance training (RT), plyometric training (PT) and recently Electromyostimulation (EMS) training 

(de Villarreal, Kellis, Kraemer & Izquierdo, 2009; Markovic, 2007; Tricoli, Lamas, Carnevale & 

Ugrinowitsch, 2005). However, there was a chance that the multi repetition trainings of VJs to 

maximum height for itself, no matter what preparation preceded it (YYIE1 or CWU), may also has a 

VJ enhancement potential. Therefore, it was important to compare, the same multi repetition trainings 

of 80 VJs to maximum height, ether immediately after exhausting or near-exhausting YYIE1 or 

immediately after CWU, and switch between the groups at the second training term, in aim to 

strengthen the investigation of the effect of the intervention program. 

In addition (forth study), it is been assumed that within volleyball drills in regular volleyball 

training and during volleyball block jumps (VBJ) and volleyball attack jumps (VAJ) with attention 

to the ball, there is no maximization of jump height. Thanks to the sophisticated measuring instrument 

(VERT – Mayfonk Athletic, Florida, USA, chapter 2.2.), it became possible to measure the height of 

VBJs and VAJs while referring to the ball inside volleyball drills. The forth study compares between 

VJs with an attention to the ball to VJs without the attention to the ball. This comparison was made 

after the end of the second VJ training term of the intervention program and was lasted month and a 
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half (table 1), in aim to find differences between volleyball players that went through a complete 

intervention program, and the control group of volleyball players, with similar characteristics, that 

did not participate in the intervention program. 

The importance and the originality of this comparison is that if this hypothesis is correct, then 

a volleyball player maybe not perform, during regular volleyball trainings, any maximal stimulation 

for VJ enhancement, unless she or he perform a training of VJs to maximum height without a ball. 

This insight is not obvious due to the world-wide conventional approach, in which a volleyball player 

should practice as close as possible to the conditions of the game, which means as much as possible, 

attention to the ball. 

The research was conducted with regional and national level volleyball players (females and 

males). All of them have other necessary occupations (jobs, students), unlike international level 

volleyball players, which mostly have optimal training conditions. Therefore, on the one hand, the 

findings of the intervention program that will be presented later in the thesis, should be qualified only 

for this population of volleyball players, but, on the other hand, most of the volleyball players in the 

world belong to a population like these research participants. It is likely that this population is also 

looking for methods to improve its physical capacity under the conditions and the constraints in which 

it acts. 
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Table 1. The calendar of the collection of the data of the thesis's studies 
 

 
May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18 

 End of 2016- 
2017 indoor 

volleyball season 

and preparatory 
term of 2017 

beach-volleyball 

season 

   Preparatory term of 2017-2018 

indoor volleyball season 

2017-2018 indoor volleyball games season End of 2017-2018 
indoor volleyball 

season and 

preparatory term 
of 2017 beach- 

volleyball season 

 

 Data collection 

of the first study: 
"The acute effect 

of endurance run 

at increasing 
speed on vertical 

jump height of 

volleyball 

players" 

   Data collection 

of the second 
study: "The 

acute effect of 

yo-yo 
intermittent 

endurance run 

level 1 run on 

the agility of 

volleyball 
players" 

Data collection of the third study: "The effect of repeated 

performances of yo-yo intermittent endurance run level 1 
preceding to an immediate vertical jump training, on the 

chronic enhancement of vertical jump among volleyball 

players" (intervention program) 

Data collection of 

the forth study: 
"The effect of the 

attention to the 

ball on volleyball 
block jump height 

and volleyball 

attack jump 

height, among 

volleyball 
players" 

   

        Data collection of 

first training term 
of the intervention 

program 

Interval 

between 
terms and 

mid-term 

tests 

Data collection 

of second 
training term of 

the intervention 

program 

End of 

program 
tests 
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FIRST PART. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The literature review discusses the familiar ways to perform a higher VJ. The review engages 

with two general approaches for maximizing VJ. First, the acute maximization, which is reflected by 

more efficient warm-up or preparation process, immediately prior to VJ and second, the chronic VJ 

enhancement as affected by continuous training process. 

First, reviewing the findings that are related to efficient warm-up or conditioning activity, 

which is usually related to an intense warm-up (Batista, Ugrinowitsch, Roschel, Lotufo, Ricard & 

Tricoli, Lamas, Carnevale, 2007), leading to an acute change in maximal voluntary contraction 

(MVC) in leg muscles, which in many studies is tested by VJ. This part engages with conditioning 

activity which induces post-activation potentiation (PAP) (as explained in sub-chapter 1.1.1.) or 

fatigue in leg muscles' force production. 

Second, reviewing the findings that are related to stretching as part of warm-up: The way in 

which static stretching impairs muscle force production, which mostly examined by VJ; The 

mechanical and neural factors for MVC impairment after long static stretching. This part is important 

in order to explain the absence of stretching as part of the two pre-VJ activities: CWU and YYIE1 

Third, reviewing the ongoing training process and the methods to achieve chronic VJ 

enhancement: the effect of plyometric training (PT); the effect of electromyostimulation (EMS) 

training; and the effect of the resistance training (RT). This review also emphasizes the integration of 

these methods, how they complement one another and therefore present higher VJ enhancement when 

integrated, either in general or with specific attention to volleyball players. 

Forth, reviewing a unique phenomenon of the acute effect of exhausting or near-exhausting 

endurance run, on the immediate performance of maximal VJ height- the phenomenon of exhausting 

or near-exhausting run, induces vertical jump enhancement. This review discusses also the possible 

reasons for the presence of the phenomenon, including stretch shortening cycle (SSC) (as explained 

in sub-chapter 1.1.2.) and PAP. This part leads to a pilot study which applies this phenomenon also 

among volleyball players. 
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SECOND PART. PILOT STUDY 

 

2. THE ACUTE EFFECT OF ENDURANCE RUN AT INCREASING SPEED ON 

VERTICAL JUMP HEIGHT OF VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS (PILOT STUDY) 

 
Introduction 

The conventional warm-up (CWU) and preparation for optimal utilization of vertical jump 

(VJ) capacity, including volleyball attack jumps (VAJ) and volleyball block jump (VBJ) mostly 

consists of few minutes of jogging, few minutes of stretching and few minutes of various types of 

running, skipping, hopping and vertical jumps on a 10-15-meter track (Mirzaei, Asghar Norasteh, 

Saez de Villarreal & Asadi, 2014; Herrero, Izquierdo, Maffiuletti & Garcia-Lopez, 2006; Pearce, 

Kidgell, Zois, & Carlson, 2009; Sheppard, Cronin, Gabbett, McGuigan, Etxebarria & Newton, 2008). 

However, some volleyball players have reported that after an exhausting or near-exhausting run of 

approximately 15 minutes, with almost no recovery gap, they can jump higher than after CWU. 

In addition, researches have shown that immediately after an exhausting or near-exhausting 

20-40 minute of intermittent, intervals or endurance run, athletes, most of them endurance runners, 

experienced an immediate and acute VJ enhancement, by comparison to results that was achieved 

after CWU (Vuorimaa, Virlander, Kurkilahti, Vasankari & Häkkinen, 2006; Boullosa & Tuimil, 

2009; Boullosa, Tuimil, Alegre, Iglesias & Lusquiños, 2011; Juarez, Lopez de Subijana, Mallo & 

Navarro, 2011; Cortis, Tessitore, Lupo, Pesce, Fossile, Figura & Capranica, 2011; García-Pinillos, 

Soto-Hermoso & Latorre-Román, 2015; García-Pinillos, Molina-Molina & Latorre-Román, 2016). 

On the other hand, when measurements of VJs height performed immediately after longer than 40 

minutes endurance run, there was reduction in VJ height by comparison to VJ pre-tests (Nicol, Komi 

& Marconnet, 1991; Rousanoglou, Noutsos, Pappas, Bogdanis, Vagenas, Bayios & Boudolos 2016). 

VJ post-test reduction was found also after 20-min exhausting cycling (McIntyre, Mawston & Cairns, 

2012). There findings (see table 3, chapter 1.4.) indicate that this phenomenon occurs after running 

for approximately 20 minutes in total, whether as continuous running or as an intermittent running. 

Among the studies that demonstrate an endurance run induces VJ enhancement, the larger 

difference between pre-test (30.9cm) to post-test (35.1cm) was achieved after 40 minutes of tempo 

run on treadmill, while running speed was adjusted to 80% VO2 max of the subject's capacity. The 

40 minutes tempo running protocol was performed by two minutes running and two minutes of 

walking rest, at total running time of 20 minutes (Vuorimaa et al., 2006). In addition, Juarez et al 

(2011), also found difference in counter-movement jump (CMJ) between pre-test (41cm) to post-test 
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(43cm) that was performed immediately after 20 minutes run at 80% of VO2max capacity among 

young soccer players. 80% of VO2max is approximately the anaerobic threshold (Dwyer & Bybee, 

1983). 

 
The originality and the purpose of the study 

This phenomenon has not been tested with volleyball players, which VJ is a major component 

of their physical capacity. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to validate the assumption that an 

endurance run at increasing speed, performed by yo-yo intermittent endurance test/run level 1 

(YYIE1) until reaching 80% of each subject's VO2max (YYIE1 80%), which continues until 

approximately 20 minutes, leads to a higher and immediate acute enhancement of VJ capacity by 

comparison to VJ capacity after CWU, among volleyball players. In addition, it was also important 

to examine how immediate is the effect of the endurance run on VJ. Therefore, a comparison was 

also made between the first jump after CWU and the first jump after the run. 

 
Methods 

This pilot study and the next research studies are relied on the comparison between the YYIE1 

effect (post-test) to the CWU effect (pre-test) on explosive force production and VJ height. Therefore, 

it was essential to create a unified pattern of tests as described in table 6. The study was methodology 

conducted by comparing between pre-test to post-test of one group of volleyball players, similarly to 

Vuorimaa et al (2006); Boullosa & Tuimil (2009); Boullosa et al (2011); Juarez et al (2011); Cortis 

et al (2011); García-Pinillos et al (2015); García-Pinillos et al (2016). Thirty experienced female and 

male volleyball players ranged from regional to national level, volunteered to participate in this study. 

Each one of the subjects was tested according to the next test structure (table 6) and comparisons 

between pre-test results to post-test results were made: 

 
Table 6. The structure of the vertical jump test, using yo-yo intermittent endurance run/test level 1, until 

reaching 80% of VO2max. 
 

 
Interval time Two/three minutes 

Activity Pre-test Eight volleyball 

block jumps 
and 

Eight volleyball 
attack jumps 

20 second interval 

between each jump 

Interval time Two/three minutes 

Activity *YYIE1 until reaching 80% of VO2max 

Interval time Two/three minutes 

Activity Post-test Eight volleyball 

block jumps 
and 

Eight volleyball 
attack jumps 

20 second interval 

between each jump 
*YYIE1 = Yo-yo intermittent endurance run/test level 1 

Activity Conventional warm-up 
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The conventional warm-up 

According to Pearce et al (2009), and in aim to create optimal conditions for the designated 

activity of explosive force and VJ, we created we created a conventional warm-up (CWU) (table 7), 

that is going to be used throughout the entire thesis. This optimal warm-up was necessary in purpose 

of reducing the doubts regarding to possible assumption that non-optimal warm-up resulting in non- 

optimal findings, which will bias the findings to lower and slower ones, compared to the those who 

achieved after YYIE1. In all the following studies of this thesis, there will be only two preparatory 

activities for the designated activities: YYIE1 and this unified CWU. 

 
Table 7. Conventional warm-up. Order of exercises. 

1. Three minutes light jogging 

2. running exercise on a 20 meters track: Number of performances 

 Skips with forward arm circles, easy jog return 2 

 Skips with backward arm circles, easy jog return 2 

 Run with high knees, easy skipping return 1 

 Butt kicks run (hill to butt), easy skipping return 1 

 Backwards run, easy skipping return 2 

 Carioca drill, back and forth 2 

 Power skips, walking return 1 

 Bounding, walking return 1 

 Sprint, walking return 2 

 

The yo-yo intermittent endurance test 

In this present research it was necessary to find a measurable test for endurance run at 

increasing speed, which will fit into a volleyball gymnasium, in aim to reduce the transition time 

between the end of the run to the measurement of the first VJ. The Yo-Yo tests have rapidly become 

some of the most extensively studied fitness tests in sports science. Due to their specificity and 

practicality, the tests have also been widely applied in many team sports to assess athletes' ability to 

repeatedly perform high-intensity exercise. The participants in the Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance 

Run-Level 1 (YYIE1) test are running 20m shuttles, with a recovery period of five seconds. For a 

trained athlete, the YYIE1 test lasts 10–20 minutes and is mainly focusing on the ability to perform 

increasing intensity of aerobic work, continuing to additional lactic-anaerobic work (Bangsbo et al., 

2008). 

In addition, in this study the YYIE1 was utilized not only for tests, but as a warm-up of the 

endurance running at increasing speed for the jump training program, in half of the training units of 

each training term in the intervention program, which in the third part of the thesis. 
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Practically (figure 1), in the YYIE1 the examinee runs 20 meters back and forth, walks 5 

meters back and forth for 5 seconds and repeats this track until reaching exhaustion. The walking 

time remains 5 seconds even when the running time is becoming shorter every 8-6 repetition. The 

shorter the running time, the faster the running speed. The running speed is timed by an audio system 

which makes a beep (signal) to start 20 meters, a beep to change direction on the 20-meter cone and 

a beep to return to baseline. After the 5-seconds walk, a starting beep is played again. In this study 

the YYIE1 was performed almost until reaching anaerobic threshold in approximately 80% of 

VO2max (YYIE1 80%) as will be explained below. 

 

Figure 1. Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance Test. Level 1 (YYIE1). 

 
 

Monitoring 80% of VO2max in yo-yo intermittent endurance run level 1 

80% of VO2max was found in proximity to anaerobic threshold (Dwyer & Bybee, 1983). One 

of the simple and valid way to monitor anaerobic threshold in endurance running intensity is the talk 

test. The talk test performed when the examiner asks the subject to report verbally about her or his 

ability to talk comfortably couple of times when the intensity of the effort is increasing. When flow 

of the talk is interrupted by increasing of breathing, or when the subject reports speech discomfort, 

the level of effort is exciding anaerobic threshold and approximately 80% of VO2max (Reed & Pipe, 

2014; Reed & Pipe, 2016). The talk test is considered a useful tool to monitor ventilatory anaerobic 

threshold under field conditions (Rodríguez-Marroyo, Villa, García-López & Foster, 2013; Quinn & 

Coons, 2011). Therefore, in this study, the talk test was chosen to monitor the 80% of VO2max as 

the intensity of YYIE1 is increasing. 

 
Vertical jump measurement 

The VJ height was measured using VERT Wearable Jump Monitor. The VERT system was 

found to by a valid measurement instrument. (Charlton, Kenneally-Dabrowski, Sheppard & 

Spratford, 2017; Borges, Moreira, Bacchi, Finotti, Ramos, Lopes & Aoki, 2017; MacDonald, Bahr, 
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Baltich, Whittaker & Meeuwisse, 2017). The Vert system (Mayfonk Athletic, Florida, USA) has a 

small inertial sensor measuring 6 × 3 × 0.5 cm (figure 2). The sensor is inserted into an elastic 

waistband or attached to pants or tights by a clip (figure 3). The sensor calculates the vertical 

displacement of each jump. Data is subsequently streamed to a tablet via Bluetooth. (Charlton et al., 

2017) (figure 4). 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Vert VJ sensor 

 

Figure 3. Attaching Vert sensor to pants or tights 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. vertical jump graph as it appears on the monitor 

 
 

The VERT Wearable Jump Monitor can be connected to eight sensors and measures and 

counts the jump heights and number of jumps of each of eight volleyball players at the same time, 

ether during volleyball practice or during matches. All the data is recorded and saved by the VERT 

system. 
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Statistical analysis 

To test this study hypotheses (No. 1 and 2), we conducted three types of statistical tests. First, 

assuming that our sample is normally distributed, we conducted a paired t-test to test the difference 

between VBJ and VAJ pre-test to post-test. Next, assuming no inference can be made on the 

distribution of samples, we conducted the Wilcoxon signed rank test. 

Finally, when testing statistically the effect of the various tests on jumping improvement, 

traditional statistical tests that measure the effect on the mean or median may be improper if the 

amplitude of the difference is less important than the effect itself. For example: In the case of jumping, 

improvement of volleyball player jumping at spike (attack) from 65 Cm. to 68 Cm, would probably 

not be considered statistically significant, even if all subjects show such improvements. A simple t- 

test would simply not recognize a significant difference between a mean of 75 Cm. and 80 Cm. with 

a relatively small sample of subjects. In addition, the statistical test measures mathematical distances 

and cannot realize that a difference of 3 Cm. may be considered significant in volleyball. For this 

reason, we apply the sign test that measures the number of improvements within the sampled group. 

Under the null hypothesis, the intervention plan has no effect on the results. Therefore, we 

would expect the VBJ and VAJ pre-test results to be somewhat similar to those with higher post-test 

results (which reflects no significant differences overall). If, on the other hand, we find that the post- 

test results are significantly higher, we should conclude that performing YYIE1 80% has a significant 

positive effect on higher VBJ and VAJ capacity. 

 
Results 

Although the first part of the test, after CWU, has a potential of creating fatigue, both VBJs 

and VAJs after YYIE1 80%, were found higher than those performed in the first part after CWU. 

Table 8 shows the values of pre-test and post-test VBJ and VAJ, before and immediately after YYIE1 

80%. The table shows also the difference between pre-test and post-test values and the significance 

levels of three different statistical tests: the parametric t-test, and the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed 

rank and the sign tests. 

For the statistical tests, we measured VBJs and VAJs separately in two different way. In the 

first, we measured the mean of all jumps of each subject (M-VBJ and M-VAJ). In the second, we 

used the highest jump from each treatment (H-VBJ and H-VAJ). Table 5 provides the values of each 

measure. Table 8 shows significant differences of both M- and H- measures across the entire subjects 

in t-test at VAJ (P ˂ 0.05) and in M- measures across the entire subjects in t-test at VBJ (P ˂ 0.05). 
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Table 8. Mean values and standard deviations for pre-test and post-test, percentage changes and 

significance values. 

Variables Pre-test Post-test Δ % p-value 

t-test 

p-value Wilcoxon 

signed rank test 

p-value 

sign test 

VBJ (cm) 

Mean 

Mean. 46.67 

SD. 9.18 

Mean. 47.27 

SD. 9.38 

1.21 0.010 0.03 0.045 

VAJ (cm) 

Mean 

Mean. 59.63 

SD. 11.58 

Mean. 60.49 

SD. 11.27 

2.16 0.001 0.004 0.100 

VBJ (cm) 

Highest 

Mean. 50.29 

SD. 10.08 

Mean. 50.55 

SD. 10.2 

0.71 0.278 0.32 0.137 

VAJ (cm) 

Highest 

Mean. 63.23 

SD. 12.13 

Mean. 64.33 

SD. 11.88 

1.83 0.046 0.082 0.201 

VBJ = Volleyball block jump, VAJ = Volleyball block jump 

 

As illustrated in table 9 and according to table 10, among the total first VJs (VBJ and VAJ), 

out of sixteen jumps per each subject, which performed in the pre-test (after CWU) and the total first 

VJs, out of sixteen performed in post-test (after YYIE1), the mean of the first jumps performed 

immediately after the YYIE1, was significantly higher (P ˂ 0.05) than the mean of the first VJs after 

CWU, for both VBJ and VAJ (figures 6, 7). 

 
Table 9. Illustration of the comparison between first vertical jumps. 

 

Conventional warm-up 

First vertical jump 

among 16 jumps, two/three minutes after the end of the conventional warm-up 

Yo-yo intermittent endurance run, level 1 until reaching 80% of VO2max 

First vertical jump 

among 16 jumps, two/three minutes after the end of the yo-yo intermittent endurance run 

 
Table 10 shows the difference and the significant advantage (P ˂ 0.01) of the mean of the first 

VJ (VBJ among17 subjects and VAJ among13 subjects), immediately after YYIE1 (post-test), 

compared to the first VJs before YYIE1 and after CWU (pre-test). 
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Table 10. Mean values, SD, percentage changes and significance values of the subjects' first VJ 

height, for pre-test and post-test before and immediately after YYIE1. 

Variables Pre-test Post-test Δ % p-value 

t-test 

p-value Wilcoxon 

signed rank test 

p-value 

sign test 

First VJ (VBJ 

& VAJ) 

Mean. 51.61 cm. 

SD. 12.06 

Mean. 53.46 cm. 

SD. 12.59 

3.55 0.005 0.021 0.045 

VJ = Vertical jump, VBJ = Volleyball block jump, VAJ = Volleyball block jump 

 

Discussion and conclusions 

Hypothesis 1: "The Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance Test/run level 1 until reaching 80% of 

VO2 max will immediately affect explosive force production of volleyball players, which will be 

reflected by acute enhancement of vertical jump height". This hypothesis was found correct. 

Significant acute VJ enhancement was found in the mean of total VJ values after YYIE1 (post-tests) 

by comparison to mean of total VJ values after CWU (pre-test). Although the results were significant, 

they were rather small by comparison to the reviewed studies' results. Those who mostly conducted 

with endurance athletes (Vuorimaa et al., 2006; Boullosa & Tuimil, 2009; Garcia et al., 2015). This 

implies that as much higher the aerobic capacity, the higher the VJ in post-tests. Due to the nature of 

volleyball, the volleyball players in this study, are less likely to train their aerobic capacity. The 

findings of this study support more frequent integration of aerobic and anaerobic-lactic activity with 

explosive force actions, in the volleyball training system. 

Hypothesis 2: "A comparison of the height of the first VJ (volleyball block jump or volleyball 

attack jump) immediately after conventional warm-up and the first VJ immediately after the YYIE1 

until reaching 80% of VO2 max, will show better results after the conventional warm-up". This 

hypothesis was found incorrect. The average of the first and immediate VJ, of all thirty subjects, that 

performed two/three minutes after the YYIE1 run, was found significantly higher than the first VJ 

that was performed immediately after the CWU. These findings raise doubts about PAP as the reason 

for the phenomenon, because according to Wilson, Duncan, Marin, Brown, Loenneke, Wilson, & 

Ugrinowitsch, (2013), Lima, Marin, Barquilha, Puggina, Pithon-Curi, & Hirabara, (2011), 

approximately five minutes after the exhausting effort, are required for the beginning of the PAP 

effect. 

 
The contribution of this study to the theoretical knowledge 

The existence of the phenomenon raises questions regarding to the reasons for its occurrence. 

According to the literature, the SSC mechanism may be positively affected by the YYIE1 80% and 
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therefore there is an acute enhancement in VJ height. The literature also raises the possibility that 

after the YYIE1 (80% or 95-100%), a PAP effect is occurred. However, the literature also doubts the 

occurrence of PAP effect as a result of the YYIE1 and therefore, it will also be right to examine the 

following assumption, which, if will be proven, it would make a significant contribution to the 

knowledge, regarding to how muscle's motor units are being recruited after exhausting efforts: 

Exhausting run at increasing speed is exhausting legs' Slow-Twitch (ST) motor units and even 

Fast Twitch a (FTa) motor units. FTa are the slower muscle's fibers among the FT motor units, which 

are also activated when the running speed is increased. This leaves the fastest motor units (FTb) to 

act with no inhibition, until a recovery of ST and FTa motor units. 

 
Practical implications and recommendations 

According to the findings, that show an acute VJ height enhancement after YYIE1 80%, it 

can be assumed that using this method as a warm-up for training and even for volleyball game, can 

enhance performance. However, because we do not know yet, how long the body is positively 

affected by the YYIE1, this assumption deserves further examination. 

If the YYIE1 is replaced by another activity that is similar in its effect on the aerobic and 

lactic-anaerobic systems and which integrates activity with a ball and volleyball skills, then it can be 

performed several times during volleyball training, provided that immediately afterwards a drill of an 

explosive force activity, will be performed. Because of the positive effect on VJ height by the 

immediately YYIE1 80%, it would be right not to rest for more than two minutes after the aerobic 

and lactic-anaerobic volleyball exercise, and immediately start the drill of explosive force such as VJ. 

In addition, many times volleyball training tends to be performed in a slow pace, with little  

intense movement. This practice pattern usually characterizes training during the games season. In 

such a situation, in which body temperature and blood flow declines, it is difficult to continue with a 

practice that requires a high level of explosive force. In this kind of situation, performing YYIE1 or 

other volleyball exercise at a similar intensity level, in the middle of a workout, as well as at the end 

of the training, as illustrated in figure 8, it can help to continue an effective exercise, even for 

enhancing VJ or any other explosive force capacity. 
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Figure 8. A volleyball training structure that integrates three peaks of eight-twelve intense activity 

and an immediate explosive force activity like vertical jumps to maximum height. 

 
 

THIRD PART. RESEARCH STUDIES 

 

3. THE ACUTE EFFECT OF YO-YO INTERMITTENT ENDURANCE RUN LEVEL 1, ON 

THE AGILITY OF VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS 

 
Introduction 

The previous study "The acute effect of endurance run at increasing speed on vertical jump 

(VJ) height of volleyball players" found significant acute enhancement in VJ (P ˂ 0.05) among 

volleyball players immediately after YYIE1 80%. However, in addition to higher VJ, volleyball 

players are also required for quick movement on the court. A movement that requires high level of 

VJ is associated with high level of agility. Miller, Herniman, Ricard, Cheatham & Michael (2006), 

found that plyometric jumps (PT), which is one of the most influencing method on VJ enhancement 

(Bauer, Thayer, & Baras, 1990), improved also the agility of the subjects due to the enhancement of 

muscles' motor units' recruitment and neural adaptations, as a result of six weeks of PT, twice a week. 

The enhancement was due to the reason that these physiological functions are also responsible for 

better agility performance (Šimek, Milanović, & Jukić, 2008; Heang, Hoe, Quin, & Yin, 2012). Sahin 

(2014), suggests that coaches can utilize agility training for VJ enhancement. 

Because of the similarities in the characteristics required to induce a high VJ and good agility, 

and as a result of the significant acute effect of endurance run at increasing speed on VJ height, from 
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the previous study, we can expect for an acute agility enhancement immediately after approximately 

15-20 minutes of endurance run at 80% of VO2 max capacity. A study that strengthens this 

expectation is the one of Meckel, Gottlieb & Eliakim (2009), that found significant time reduction in 

repeated sprint test among young basketball players at half-time break of a basketball game, after 

playing twenty minutes, by comparison to baseline. 

 
The originality and the purpose of the study 

As far as we know, the effect of endurance running at increasing speed, performed by yo-yo 

intermittent endurance run level 1 (YYIE1), on the agility enhancement, has not been tested yet with 

volleyball players, which agility is one of the major components of their physical capacity. Therefore, 

the purpose of this study is to validate the hypothesis that an endurance run at increasing speed until 

reaching 80% of the subjects' VO2max, which continues until approximately 20 minutes, leads to an 

immediate faster acute enhancement of agility speed by comparison to agility speed after 

conventional warm-up (CWU), among volleyball players. 

In addition, the previous study found that the first VJ immediately after the YYIE1 was 

significantly higher (P ˂ 0.05) than the first VJ immediately after CWU. Therefore, because each 

volleyball player performed two trials of the same agility test after CWU and two trials after YYIE1, 

it was also important to compare the first trials after CWU and after YYIE1. 

 
Methods 

This study examines the difference between the agility of volleyball players which is 

measured by modified agility T-test (MAT) after CWU (see sub-chapter 2.2.) and their agility, which 

is measured by the same MAT, two/three minutes after YYIE1 until reaching 80% of VO2max. The 

study compares between the MAT results immediately after YYIE1 (post-test) to MAT results after 

CWU (pre-test), of one group of volleyball players. The study was methodology conducted by 

comparing between pre-test to post-test of one group of volleyball players, similarly to Vuorimaa et 

al (2006); Boullosa & Tuimil (2009); Boullosa et al (2011); Juarez et al (2011); Cortis et al (2011); 

García-Pinillos et al (2015); García-Pinillos et al (2016). Forty-one experienced female and male 

volleyball players, from regional and national levels, volunteered to participate in this study. Thirty 

of them participated also in the previous study. Each one of the subjects was tested according to the 

next test pattern, presented in table 14: 
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The pattern of the comparison between the agility tests 

The comparison was included four parts as it appears in table 14. The CWU is detailed in 

chapter 2 (table 7), the YYIE1 is detailed in chapter 2. Two/three minutes after the CWU, the subject 

performs pre-test of two trials of MAT, five minutes rest between the trials; Two/three minutes after 

the second MAT trial, the subject performs YYIE1 80%. Two/three minutes after the end of YYIE1- 

80%, the subject performs post-test of two trials of MAT, five minutes rest between the trials. The 

pattern of the comparison between the agility tests is detailed in table 14: 

 
Table 14. The structure of the comparison between the agility tests, using yo-yo intermittent 

endurance run/test level 1, until reaching 80% of VO2max. 

Activity  Conventional warm-up  

Interval time  Two/three minutes  

Activity Pre-test Two trials of modified agility T-test Five minutes rest between trials 

Interval time  Two/three minutes  

Activity  *YYIE1 until reaching 80% of VO2max  

Interval time  Two/three minutes  

Activity Post-test Two trials of modified agility T-test Five minutes rest between trials 

*YYIE1 = Yo-yo intermittent endurance run/test level 1 

 

 

Agility test 

The most used test to assess agility is the T-test. It is well accepted as a standard test for 

measuring agility (Gabbett & Georgieff, 2007; Melrose, Spaniol, Bohling & Bonnette, 2007; 

Peterson, Alvar & Rhea, 2006). It is simple to perform and control and requires only minimal 

equipment. The T-test involves fast running speed with four directional changes. However, because 

the original T-test is long and wide and designed to assess football players' agility, which should run 

across a much larger field than a small volleyball court, the T-test was modified and was reduced in 

its size. Instead of 40 meters, the total distance of the MAT is 20 meters was validated as a useful 

instrument to evaluate volleyball players' agility (Sassi, Dardouri, Yahmed, Gmada, Mahfoudhi & 

Gharbi., 2009). In this study the time of each MAT was measured by stop watch and mean time 

between the two trials was calculated. The same person measured the time of all subjects. 

The test is performed as follows (figure 9): A subject starts the MAT by running as fast as he 

can, 5 meters from cone A to cone B, then turns left, runs 2.5 meters to cone C, turns right, runs 5 

meters to cone D, turns left, runs 2.5 meters back to cone B and finally runs back to cone A. 
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Figure 9. Modified agility T-test (MAT). 

 
 

Statistical analysis 

To test this study's hypothesis (No. 3), three types of statistical tests were conducted. First, 

assuming that our sample is normally distributed, a paired t-test was conducted in order to test the 

difference between MAT pre-test to MAT post-test. Next, assuming no inference can be made on the 

distribution of samples, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was conducted. 

Finally, when testing statistically the effect of the various tests on agility enhancement, 

traditional statistical tests that measure the effect on the mean or median may be improper if the 

amplitude of the difference is less important than the effect itself. In this test case, the tests meant to 

enhance those parameters by a relatively small scale that a simple t-test or Wilcoxon signed test 

cannot detect. For example: In the case of agility, enhancement of volleyball player agility speed from 

7.10 sec. to 6.90 sec. would probably not be considered statistically significant, even if all subjects 

show such improvements. A simple t-test would simply not recognize a significant difference 

between a mean of 6.50 sec. and 6.30 sec. with a relatively small sample of subjects. In summary, the 

statistical test measures mathematical distances, and cannot realize that a difference of 2 tenth of a 

second may be considered significant in volleyball court movement. 

For this reason, we apply the sign test that measures the number of enhancements within the 

sampled group. Under the null hypothesis, the intervention plan has no effect on the results. 

Therefore, we would expect the MAT pre-test results to be somewhat similar to those with faster 

post-test results (which reflects no significant differences overall). If, on the other hand, we find that 

the post-test results are significantly faster, we should conclude that performing YYIE1 80% has an 

acute significant positive effect on better volleyball agility capacity. 
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Results 

Although the first part of the test, after CWU, has the potential of creating fatigue, MAT 

results after YYIE1 80% of VO2max, were higher than those performed in the first part after CWU. 

Table 15 shows the mean values of pre-test MAT before YYIE1 and post-test MAT two/three minutes 

after YYIE1. The table also shows the percentage change between pre-test and post-test results and 

the significance levels of three different statistical tests: the parametric t-test, and the non-parametric 

Wilcoxon signed rank and the sign tests. 

 
Table 15. Mean and SD results for pre-test and post-test of modified agility T-test, before and after 

yo-yo intermittent endurance run until reaching 80% of VO2max. 

Variables Pre-test 

(seconds) 

Post-test 

(seconds) 

Δ % p-value 

t-test 

p-value Wilcoxon 

signed rank test 

p-value 

sign test 

MAT (females) Mean. 7.24 

SD. 0.27 

Mean. 7.14 

SD. 0.28 

-1.41 0.008 0.014 0.052 

MAT (males) Mean. 6.06 

SD. 0.25 

Mean. 5.96 

SD. 0.17 

-1.54 0.002 0.002 0.001 

MAT (females 

& males) 

Mean. 6.72 

SD. 0.64 

Mean. 6.62 

SD. 0.62 

-1.47 0.000 0.000 0.000 

MAT = Modified agility T-test 

When examining the differences between the first trial of pre-test to first trial of post-test, it 

shows significant MAT time reduction in females (P ˂ 0.001), in males (P ˂ 0.05) and in total (P ˂ 

0.001) (table 16). 

 
Table 16. The difference between first trial of pre-test modified agility T-test, after conventional 

warm-up, to first trial of post-test modified agility T-test, immediately after yo-yo intermittent 

endurance run until reaching 80% of VO2max. 

Variables Pre-test 1 Post-test 1 Δ % Pre-test 1 to 

Post-test 1 

p-value t- 

test 

MAT time 

females 

Mean 7.29 sec. 

SD. 0.29 

Mean 7.13 sec. 

SD. 0.29 

-2.12 0.000 

MAT time 

males 

Mean 6.18 sec. 

SD. 0.31 

Mean 6.04 sec. 

SD. 0.28 

-2.22 0.048 

Total MAT 

time 

Mean 6.8 sec. 

SD. 0.63 

Mean 6.65 sec. 

SD. 0.62 

-2.17 0.000 

MAT = Modified agility T-test 
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Discussion and conclusions 

Hypothesis 3: "Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance Test/run level 1 until reaching 80% of VO2 

max, will immediately affect explosive force production of volleyball players, which will be reflected 

by acute enhancement of volleyball players' agility". This hypothesis was found correct. The study 

found a significant enhancement and mean MAT time reduction of 1.47 second in MAT time. 

Because of the similar characteristics of high VJ and good agility, a possible explanation for the 

phenomenon of exhausting or near exhausting run, induces VJ and agility enhancement might be an 

increasing in muscle's elastic energy during the SSC, which occurs immediately after an exhausting 

or near exhausting endurance run (Bosco, Viitasalo, Komi & Luhtanen, 1982). Komi (2000), indicates 

that moderate SSC fatigue may result in slight strengthening, which stimulates faster explosive force 

production. 

 
Practical implications and recommendations 

According to the results of this and the previous studies it implies that activity, which is similar 

in its nature to YYIE1 80%, can be the proper warm-up for tasks required by volleyball players and 

even as general warm-up at the beginning of volleyball training or before specific warm-up for 

volleyball game. In addition, if the YYIE1 80% will be replaced by other activities that are similar in 

their effect on the aerobic and lactic-anaerobic systems and may integrate volleyball drills, then a 

volleyball coach can integrate these drills several times in a training unit, provided that immediately 

then, an exercise of maximum height VJ and/or fast run like MAT, will be performed. 

During the games term, volleyball trainings tend to be performed in a slow pace. When body 

temperature declines, explosive force activities are not performed optimally. Performing a YYIE1 

80% or any similar intensity volleyball drill, twice or even three times in a training unit (figure 8), 

may create an effective training, as far as VJ and agility enhancement is concerned. In addition, due 

to the positive effect on the VJ height immediately after the YYIE1 80%, it would be right to rest no 

longer than two minutes after the YYIE1 80% or similar intensity volleyball drill and immediately 

start the agility or other explosive force drill. 
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4. THE EFFECT OF REPEATED PERFORMANCES OF YO-YO INTERMITTANT 

ENDURANCE RUN LEVEL 1, PRECEDING TO AN IMMEDIATE VERTICAL JUMP 

TRAINING, ON CHRONIC ENHANCEMENT OF VERTICAL JUMP, AMONG 

VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS 

 
Introduction 

This intervention program was developed as an original program to enhance VJ height among 

volleyball players at regional and national level. No study has been found to examine the effect of an 

intervention program involving training units of twenty minutes of multiple series of VJs to maximum 

height, with intervals of twenty seconds between each jump, as an independent training program for 

enhancing VJ height. This method is different than the methods that are detailed in the literature 

review (sub-chapter 1.3.4.), that are engaged with resistance training (RT), plyometric training (PT) 

and electromyostimulation training (EMS) methods, most of them are integration of one and the other (de 

Villarreal, Kellis, Kraemer, & Izquierdo, 2009; Markovic, 2007; Tricoli et al., 2005). 

 
The originality and the purpose of the study 

If a single performance of exhausting or near exhausting endurance run at increasing speed, 

which performed by YYIE1, creates conditions for more efficient acute performances of higher VJ 

and faster agility tasks, as had been shown in chapter 2 and 3, then what could be the chronic results 

of ongoing repetition of VJ training sessions (the intervention program), which are performed 

immediately after YYIE1, approximately twice a week, over a term of approximately six months for 

a single volleyball player? 

The originality and the purpose of this study is to examine the chronic effect of multiple 

training units of multiple series of VJs to maximum height, on the VJ height of volleyball players, 

and at the same time, examining the effect of YYIE1 immediately before this method of VJ training, 

as a reinforcing factor, which increases the training effect of the chronic enhancement of this VJ 

training method. 

 
Methods 

Apart from a control group that did not perform the VJ training program, but only the periodic 

tests, there were two other experimental groups: Experimental groups – Y-group and R-group and 

control group. The dividing into two research groups, was done in aim to determine how effective 

and may stands by itself, is the jump training that is consisted of eighty VJs to maximum height 
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(detailed in table 24) and to determine how effective is the performance of YYIE1 immediately before 

this jump training (effective means the contribution to VJ enhancement). 

In addition, the training program was conducted twice, in two terms of activity, each one of 

them was lasted approximately two months and over total time of approximately six months. At the 

first training term Y-group began every training unit with YYIE1 and R-group began every training 

unit with CWU and at the second term they were switched (table 23). This method was conducted in 

aim to examine which order would present better results. Fifty-two experienced female and male 

volleyball players, from regional and national levels, volunteered to participate in this study. Forty- 

one of them participated also in the previous (agility) study. 

 
Table 23. The structure of the intervention program for each participant 

 

Y-group R-group Control 

group 

Four 

weeks 

  Baseline tests   

First 

term: 
 

Two 

months 

First training term. 

Twelve-fourteen VJ 
training units per 

each subject. Each 

training unit begins 

with YYIE1. 

Two VJ training 

units per week in 
addition to routine 

volleyball 

trainings 

First training term. 

Twelve-fourteen VJ 
training units per 

each subject. Each 

training unit begins 

with CWU. 

Two VJ training 

units per week in 
addition to routine 

volleyball 

trainings 

Routine 

volleyball 
trainings. No 

VJ trainings. 

Four 

weeks 

 Mid-program test   

Second 

term: 
 

Two 

months 

Second training term. 

Twelve-fourteen VJ 

training units per 
each subject. Each 

training unit begins 

with CWU. 

Two VJ training 

units per week in 

addition to routine 
volleyball 

trainings and 

games 

Second training term. 

Twelve-fourteen VJ 

training units per 
each subject. Each 

training unit begins 

with YYIE1. 

Two VJ training 

units per week in 

addition to routine 
volleyball 

trainings and 

games 

Routine 

volleyball 

trainings. No 
VJ trainings. 

Three 

weeks 

 End-program test   

VJ = vertical jump, YYIE1 = yo-yo intermittent endurance test/run level 1, CWU = conventional warm-up 

Mid-program tests and End-program tests 

Although these tests were performed according to the test pattern, presented in table 6, for the 

purpose of measuring the chronic enhancement, only the VJ results after CWU were taken into 

account in Mid-program and End-program test. 

 
The vertical jump training unit 

The trainings were performed twice a week with a difference of at least two days between 

training sessions. Occasionally, for technical reasons, there were intervals of five/six days between 

one VJ training session to the other. Rarely, training sessions were also performed with a gap of one 
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day from the other. The trainings were conducted according to a weekly arrangement, which was 

coordinated personally, between the volleyball player and the researcher. Trainings and 

measurements were performed on a daily basis, seven days a week, throughout the overall data 

collection term. The VERT system (chapter 2) enabled training and measurements, simultaneously 

for up to eight volleyball players. However, for many technical reasons, training was often performed 

only for one, two or three subjects at the most. This is in order to meet the training program of each 

one of the subjects, throughout of the entire intervention program. 

No jump training was performed after a volleyball training and the players were asked not to 

train at least six hours before the jump training. During the entire duration of the intervention program, 

the players were asked not to perform an Olympic lift (snatch, clean and jerk) or any other style of 

squats, using weights. It was not possible to ask them to refrain from any other physical activity in 

the morning before the exercise, because some were high-school students and attended physical 

education classes, from time to time, and some were physical education students who had to 

participate in physical activity within the college. 

The trainings were usually carried out in the volleyball court where the volleyball trainings 

were conducted, on a parquet floor and if it was not possible, they were carried out in another 

gymnasium with a parquet floor. The players were not limited for jumping to a specific goal 

(basketball board or ring, for example). The VERT system enabled them to measure the VJ height 

for any goal they chose and everywhere on the court but without an attention to the ball (free VJ). 

After each jump, each player was encouraged to watch the result of the jump on the monitor (iPad). 

At the end of the training day the researcher recorded and summarized the results of the jumps and 

delivered the information personally to each player. Outstanding achievements were published among 

the two experimental groups in a specific WhatsApp group. This personal and general information 

was important in aim to further increase the players' motivation for progress throughout the long 

training program. 

 
The structure of a single vertical jump training unit of eighty jumps to maximum height 

The intervention program was constructed of training units of 35-50 minutes each. The 

difference in the time length of the training unit was depended on the duration of the YYIE1 which 

has been extended if there was an enhancement in the aerobic capacity of the subjects. The Jump 

training began two/three minutes after the end of the YYIE1 or the CWU, depend to which 

experimental group the subject belongs and was it limited to approximately 80 VJs, each one of them 

to maximum height, in total time of 20 minutes: set of 8 VBJ – set of 8 VAJ – set of 8 Squat jumps 

(SJ) – set of 8 plyometric jumps (PT) × 2. and then repeat the same sets again: 8 VBJ – 8 VAJ – 8 SJ 
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– 8 PT × 2. The combination of the volleyball VJ, SJ and PT was due to the conclusion of De Villarreal 

et al (2009). The interval time between the jumps within each one of the VBJ, VAJ and SJ sets, was 

approximately 20 seconds. The interval time between the sets, was one minute. The order between 

VBJ and VAJ sets and the order between SJ and PT sets, was switched every other training session. 

The structure of the training unit is detailed in table 24. 

 

Table 24. The order of a single training unit of eighty vertical jumps to maximum height 
 

Pre-activity *YYIE1 or **CWU, depends to which 

experimental group the subject belongs. 

Switching roles in the second 

term 

Interval time to the beginning 

of the VJ training 

Two/three minutes  

First set Eight volleyball block jumps 20 second interval between jumps 

Interval time between sets One minute  

Second set Eight volleyball attack jumps 20 second interval between jumps 

Interval time between sets One minute  

Third set Eight squat jumps 20 second interval between jumps 

Interval time between sets One minute  

Forth set Two sets of eight plyometric jumps. 

One-minute interval between sets 

 

Interval time between sets One minute  

Fifth set Eight volleyball block jumps 20 second interval between jumps 

Interval time between sets One minute  

Sixth set Eight volleyball attack jumps 20 second interval between jumps 

Interval time between sets One minute  

Seventh set Eight squat jumps 20 second interval between jumps 

Interval time between sets One minute  

Eighth set Two sets of eight plyometric jumps. 

One-minute interval between sets 

 

*YYIE1 = Yo-yo intermittent endurance test/run level 1, CWU = conventional warm-up 

**CWU = Conventional warm-up 

 

 

The reason for twenty minutes vertical jump training unit 

The 20 minutes per each VJ training unit was determined because some of these VJ training 

units were scheduled before and near general volleyball trainings and more importantly, this 20 

minutes limitation was based on the assumption that this endurance run creates post-activation 

potentiation (PAP) effect that enhances legs force output (Boullosa et al., 2011), when the "window 

of opportunity" for achieving PAP effect is up to 20 minutes from the end of the conditioning activity 

(Bishop, 2003). 
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The jump styles for measurements and for practice 

In aim to enhance jump capacity of volleyball players, it became essential to train them in the 

jump styles that they use (Stanganelli et al., 2008). Therefore, for measurement and practice purposes, 

VBJ and VAJ were chosen for the intervention program: 

 Volleyball block jump (VBJ) – performed by standing jump or by limited movement to the 

side (left or right). In both jump pattern, hands movement is limited. Because there are 

different styles of VBJ approach that may affect VBJ height and in aim to create unified 

movement pattern among all subjects, we choose to use standing VBJ for all the research 

tasks. VBJ was chosen also because of its multiple frequency in volleyball games (Voigt & 

Vetter, 2003) and its similarity to CMJ (Stanganelli et al., 2008; Sattler, Sekulic, Hadzic, 

Uljevic & Dervisevic, 2012). 

 

Figure 15. Volleyball block jump (VBJ) 

 
 Volleyball attack jump (VAJ) - in contrast to VBJ, are performed within running steps and 

jumping approach through optimal utilization of hands swinging movement. Experienced and 

skilled volleyball players can fully utilize their VAJ capacity when jumping with both legs at 

once, in full jumping approach. Unlike VBJ side movement pattern, which turned to be 

different from one volleyball player to another, the VAJ movement pattern is unified among 

experienced and skilled volleyball players. VAJ is also performed very frequently in a 

volleyball game (Voigt & Vetter, 2003), VAJ is also similar to drop jump (DJ) (mostly carried 

out while dropping/jumping from 40cm height), and therefore, valid among volleyball players 

for measuring VJ height (Stanganelli et al., 2008; Sattler et al., 2012). 
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Figure 16. Volleyball attack jump (VAJ) 

 
 

Two additional jump styles, only for the for practice in the intervention program 

 Squat jump (SJ) – which is based more on the ability to produce muscle power, almost 

eliminates the stretch-shortening cycle (SSC) mechanism and therefore, practice SJ is 

important to enhance power production in extensor's leg muscles, as part of the jump training 

process (Bosco et al., 1982; Bosco, Tihanyi, Atteri, Fekete, Apor & Rusko, 1986). The SJs 

were performed from a sitting position on a chair, with hands swinging. 

 

Figure 17. Squat jump (SJ) 

 

 Plyometric jump (PT) – oppose to SJ, PT stimulates and enhances SSC mechanism which 

results in increasing utilization of the elastic energy in the muscle-tendon system and 

increasing motor units' recruitment at the concentric phase of SSC (de Villarreal et al., 2009; 

Bobbert., 1990; Markovic., 2007). The assumption was that the plyometric jumps, by 

strengthening the SSC effect, would enhance VJ, and we will be able to notice this effect, by 

enhancing the plyometric jumps height. 
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Figure 18. Plyometric jumps (PT) 

 
 

Although we did not find any research of VJ enhancement that emphasizes this amount of 

maximum VJ height for VJ enhancement, we encouraged the subjects to jump every jump out of the 

80, as high as they can. This was made possible by the immediate feedback of the jump height 

obtained by the VERT Wearable Jump Monitor (Mayfonk Athletic, Florida, USA) that created a basis 

for comparison and high motivation for high VJ. 

 
Endurance running measurement by the yo-yo intermittent endurance test/run level 1 

The endurance run at increasing speed was performed by the YYIE1 (chapter 2). For this 

study the YYIE1 was used as part of the training program in a way of repeating itself many times. In 

this study the YYIE1 was performed until reaching 95-100% of VO2max, in aim to stimulate and 

enhance maximal aerobic capacity. 

 
Vertical jump measurement 

The VJ height was measured using VERT Wearable Jump Monitor, as explained in chapter 

2. VERT Wearable Jump Monitor was found to by a valid VJ measurement instrument. (Charlton et 

al., 2017; Borges et al., 2017; MacDonald et el., 2017). 

 
Statistical analysis 

To test this study hypotheses (No. 4, 5, 6), an ANOVA with repeated measures (time (3) X 

group (3)) was conducted in aim to compare the performances of VBJ and VAJ results at the three 

tests between the 3 groups; ANOVA with repeated measures (grouping (4) X group (2)) was 

conducted in aim to compare the performances of PT and SJ results; Change in the aerobic and lactic- 

anaerobic capacity until the end of the intervention program, according to the distance results of 

YYIE1 95-100%, was compared by t-test, and paired t-test was used to compare R-group performance 

in main time and follow-up; ANOVA with repeated measures (time (2) X periodical test (3)) was 
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conducted in order to compare the performance of VAJ and VBJ results at YYIE1 80% and YYIE1 

100% at the 2 times between the 3 periodical tests; The percentage changes of both VBJ and VAJ 

results, among the three groups was performed using the formula: 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 3−𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 1 𝑋 100; Pearson 
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 1 

Correlations between age and VJ was performed; Post hoc test were computed using Bonferoni 

correction. 

 
Results 

 
 

Chronic change of volleyball block jump and volleyball attack jump height 

Three tests terms of VBJ and VAJ were conducted in the intervention program: Before the 

beginning of the intervention program (baseline test), between the two terms of the program (mid- 

program test) and after the program was completed (end-program test). In aim to examine the chronic 

change of the VJs without the direct effect of the YYIE1, only the VJs after CWU of the tests were 

calculated in aim to find if there is a chronic effect. Then comparisons were made in aim to find 

whether there was a difference between the times of the pre-tests of the tests. Three research groups 

were tested: Two experimental groups, Y-group and R-group, and a control group. ANOVA with 

repeated measures was performed for each of the two variables (VBJ and VAJ) separately (group x 

time) (table 25, table 26): 

 
Volleyball block jump 

Table 25. Means and standard deviations of volleyball block jumps heights (cm), in accordance to 

the research groups. 

Control group** 

N=21 

R-group 

N=13 

Y-group 

N=12 

Time*  Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

#1 Baseline test VBJ 48.2 8.6 47.92 9.79 46.95 10.61 

#2 Mid-program test VBJ 50.94 8.97 56.42 10.09 54.02 11 

#3 End-program test VBJ 52.11 8.99 62.17 10.8 56.79 10.9 

*Time effect P ˂ 0.001. **Interaction P ˂ 0.001. 

VBJ = volleyball block jump 

 

 

The mean VBJ height difference of each group, compared to the others at time #1 (baseline), 

was similar and was found statistically insignificant. In the control group, the enhancement between 

the three times was small and no significant difference was found between them. In addition, Post 

Hoc tests showed: In R-group, VBJ height at times #2 (mid-program) and #3 (end-program), was 
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found significantly higher than time #1 (P ˂ 0.05) and time #3 was found significantly higher than 

time #2 (P ˂ 0.05); In Y-group, VBJ height at time #2 and #3, was found significantly higher than 

time #1 (P ˂ 0.05), but the VBJ enhancement between time #2 to time #3 was small and no statistical 

significance was found; At time #2, mean VBJ height of R-group, was found significantly higher than 

mean VBJ height of control group (P ˂ 0.05); At time #3, VBJ height of R-group, was found 

significantly higher than mean VBJ height of control group (P ˂ 0.05). Other changes in mean VBJ 

height between the groups at times #2 and #3, were found insignificant. The percentage enhancement 

between baseline test to end-program test was: Y-group: 22.10% (P ˂ 0.001), R-group: 31.37% (P ˂  

0.001) and in control group: 8.23%. 

 
Volleyball attack jump 

Table 26. Means and standard deviations of VAJ heights (cm), in accordance to the research 

groups. 

Control group** 

N=21 

R-group 

N=13 

Y-group 

N=12 

Time*  Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

#1 Baseline test VAJ 59.45 10.09 59.46 12.37 59.36 13.26 

#2 Mid-program test VAJ 62.4 10.33 67.31 11.7 69.69 11.88 

#3 End-program test VAJ 63.55 10.46 75.47 13.36 72.45 12.37 

*Time effect P ˂ 0.001. **Interaction P ˂ 0.001. 

VAJ = Vertical attack jump 

The mean VAJ height difference of each group, compared to the others at time #1 (baseline 

test), was similar and was found statistically insignificant. In the control group, the enhancement 

between the three times was small and no significant difference was found between them. In addition, 

Post Hoc tests showed: In R-group, VAJ height at times #2 (mid-program test) and #3(end-program 

test), was found significantly higher than time #1 (P ˂ 0.05) and time #3 was found significantly 

higher than time #2 (P ˂ 0.05). In Y-group, VAJ height in time #2 and #3, was found significantly 

higher than time #1 (P ˂ 0.05), but the VAJ enhancement between time #2 to time #3 was small and 

no statistical significance was found. At time #2 mean VAJ height of Y-group, was found 

significantly higher than mean VAJ height of control group (P ˂ 0.05). At time #3 mean VAJ height 

of R-group and the mean VAJ height of Y-group, were found significantly higher than mean VAJ 

height of control group (P ˂ 0.05). Other changes in mean VAJ height between the groups in times 

#2 and #3, was found insignificant. The percentage enhancement between baseline-test to the end- 

program test was: Y-group: 23.88% (P ˂ 0.001), R-group: 28.21% (P ˂ 0.001) and in control group: 

7.02%. 
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Chronic change of squat jump and plyometric jump height 

In addition to VBJ and VAJ, we asked to analyze the change tendency of two more VJ styles- 

PT and SJ, which were measured also in each one of the VJ training sessions. In each training term 

we grouped the results of the first three training units (grouping #1 & #3) and the last three training 

units (grouping #2 & #4) of PT and SJ. Then we calculated the mean height result of each grouping, 

separately for PT and SJ and comparisons were made in aim to find whether there was a difference 

between the groupings in each training term, for SJ and PT separately. Another comparison was made 

between grouping #1 in the first training term and grouping #4 in the second training term, in aim to 

find whether there was a difference between the beginning and the end of the intervention program, 

for SJ and PT separately. Because the control group did not perform the training program, the 

comparison was made only between R-group and Y-group only. ANOVA with repeated measures 

was performed for each of the two variables (SJ and PT) separately (group x time) (table 29, table 

31): 

 
Plyometrics 

Table 29. Means and standard deviations of plyometric jump height (cm) results, of R-group and 

Y-group, in accordance to all the four groupings, as shown in table 28. 

R-group 

N=12 

Y-group 

N=12 

Grouping  Mean SD Mean SD 

#1 PT 42.06 9.48 38.4 7.34 

#2 PT 44.03 9.08 41.02 7.79 

#3 PT 44.77 8.09 41.57 8.52 

#4 PT 46.31 8.38 42.09 9.05 

PT = plyometric jumps 

 
 

No significant differences were found between R-group to Y-group, but significant 

enhancement was found in mean PT height from the beginning of the intervention program (grouping 

#1) to the end of the program (grouping #4), in both R-group and Y-group (P ˂  0.001). The percentage 

enhancement between baseline to the end of program was among the two experimental groups only: 

Y-group - 9.61% (P ˂ 0.001), in R-group 10.1% (P ˂ 0.001). 
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Squat jump 

Table 31. Means and standard deviations of squat jump height (cm) results, of R-group and Y- 

group, in accordance to all the four groupings, as shown in table 30. 

R-group N=13 Y-group 

N=12 

Grouping  Mean SD Mean SD 

#1 SJ 55.39 9.17 50.5 9.79 

#2 SJ 57.96 10.3 54.04 8.42 

#3 SJ 60.04 9.96 55.23 9.41 

#4 SJ 63.69 12.46 57.15 8.82 

SJ = Squat jump 

 

 

A significant enhancement was found in mean SJ height from the beginning of the 

intervention program (grouping #1) to the end of the program (grouping #4) (P ˂ 0.001) in both R- 

group and Y-group. In addition, despite no significant difference between R-group and Y-group in 

grouping #1, #2, #3, Post Hoc test showed significant advantage for R-group upon Y-group in 

grouping #4 (P ˂ 0.05). The percentage enhancement between grouping #1 to grouping #4 was: in Y- 

group: 13.17% (P ˂ 0.001), in R-group 14.98% (P ˂ 0.001). 

 
*The control group did not take part in the VJ training program, therefore doesn't have plyometrics 

and squat jumps results. 

 
Discussion and conclusions 

Hypothesis 4: "The intervention program will affect Chronic enhancement of volleyball 

players vertical jump height". This hypothesis was found correct. While the control group did not 

significantly enhance between the beginning of the intervention program and end of the program, the 

enhancement of the R-group and the Y-group, between the baseline of the intervention program (test 

1) and the end of the intervention program (test 3), was found significant. The results were found 

even higher than those in the reviewed studies (Markovic, 2007; de Villarreal et al., 2009; Mirzaei et 

al., 2014; Fatouros, Jamurtas, Leontsini, Taxildaris, Aggelousis, Kostopoulos, 2000; Maffiuletti, 

Gometti, Amiridis, Martin, Pousson, & Chatard, 2000; Malatesta, Cattaneo, Dugnani, & Maffiuletti, 

2003; Herrero et al., 2006; Maffiuletti, Dugnani, Folz, Di & Mauro, 2002; Stanganelli et al., 2008). 

This method was found very efficient to enhance VJ of volleyball players of regional and national 

level. 

Hypothesis 5: "If the intervention program enhances vertical jump height, then the reason will 

be the execution of the Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance Run/test level 1 immediately before the vertical 
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jump training, and the vertical jump training without the preliminary Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance 

Run/test level 1 will only have a negligible effect on vertical jump enhancement of volleyball 

players". This hypothesis was found partially correct. By the end of the first training term (test 2), 

The enhancement range of VBJ of the Y-group (began each training unit with YYIE1) was found 

lower than the enhancement range of the R-group (began each training unit with CWU). However, 

by the end of the second training term (test 3), the trend reversed and higher effect of YYIE1 was 

observed in R-group (in second term began each training unit with YYIE1). Therefore, we can 

conclude that both YYIE1 and the VJ training that stands by itself, have a significant influence on VJ 

enhancement of volleyball players of regional and national level. The enhancement range of VAJ was 

always higher in the groups that began each training unit with YYIE1. 

Hypothesis 6: "The intervention program will continue to show chronic vertical jump 

enhancement, during the second training period and will continue into the games season". Although 

the Y-group did not significantly enhance both VBJ and VAJ in the second term, that was performed 

during the game season, R-group significantly enhanced VBJ and VAJ in this term. Therefore, we 

can conclude that the pattern of CWU before VJ training at the preparation season and YYIE1 before 

VJ training at the games term, has either greater effect and can also be utilized by volleyball players 

of regional and national level, into the games season. 

 
The enhancement trend of the experimental groups throughout the entire intervention program 

Figure 29 shows the mean enhancement trend of each of the two experimental groups (Y- 

group and R-group). According to the figure, it appears that at the first training term, the YYIE1 95- 

100%, directly impaired VBJ and VAJ height of the Y-group at the first training sessions. Therefore, 

the opening conditions between this group and R-group, at the beginning of the intervention program, 

were not equal, despite the overall progress that was observed between first and last trainings. In 

addition, a sharp increase in VBJ and VAJ height was observed at the test that was performed a week 

after the end of the first training term. 

In fact, as can be seen in all the tests, after the first training term (test 2) and after the end of 

the program (test 3), there is an increase in VBJ and VAJ height. However, the increase in the jump 

height after a training term with YYIE1 95-100% prior to each VJ training session, was even sharper. 

This is probably due to overcompensation reaction in which catabolism and reducing resources may 

create a future over anabolism and over increased resources recruitment and in other words: the 

intensity of the athlete workouts and the way she or he distribute them over time, will determine their 

future sports performance (Malatesta et al., 2003; Cintia, Pappalardo & Pedreschi, 2014). 
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Figure 29 is including the three VJ tests (pre-tests only) and all the training sessions of the 

two training terms (1-12- first term, 13-24- second term) of the intervention program. The black line 

in the graph emphasizes the sharp increase in the results of test 2 and test 3, that performed after the 

training terms in which each training unit began with YYIE1. 

 

 

Figure 29. The volleyball block jump (VBJ) and volleyball attack jump (VAJ) enhancement 

tendency of each of the two experimental groups (Y-group and R-group) throughout the entire 

intervention program. 

 
Additional findings 

Both squat jumps (SJ) and plyometric jumps (PT) were enhanced significantly, however, the 

PT enhanced the least of all the four types of VJ in the study. This finding raises questions regarding 

to the use of PT in this intervention program: What was the rate of contribution of the PT to the 

overall VJ enhancement in this intervention program? Can PT affect VBJ and VAJ without being 

affected? Further research is needed to answer these questions. 
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The contribution of this study to the theoretical knowledge 

The contribution of this study to the theoretical knowledge is in the integration of two types 

of physical activity, from both ends of the physical fitness spectrum: Endurance run at increasing 

speed until exhaustion or near-exhaustion and an explosive force production as it manifested by VJ, 

when under certain conditions, this integration can act to enhance chronic VJ. Until now, the 

prevailing view is that this type of running has a negative effect on the height of the VJ in any way 

of integration, if the attempt to perform such an integration is about to be carried out frequently and 

in a period of weeks. The originality of this research is that it discovers the conditions under which it 

is possible to turn this effect to positive and take advantage of it, in aim to chronically enhance VJ 

capacity. The following aspects also represent an originality and contribution to theoretical 

knowledge: 

 
Multi repetition of endurance run at increasing speed immediately before vertical jump 

training, induces vertical jump enhancement among volleyball players from regional and 

national levels 

Despite the reviewed studies of the phenomenon of exhausting or near-exhausting endurance 

run, which induces acute VJ enhancement (chapter 1.4.) (Vuorimaa et al., 2006; Boullosa & Tuimil, 

2009; Boullosa et al., 2011; Juarez et al., 2011; Cortis et al., 2011; García-Pinillos et al., 2015; García- 

Pinillos et al., 2016), the intervention program (chapter 4) is the first study to examine whether 

repeated performance of this phenomenon, as a training program, is chronically enhancing VJ among 

population of athletes like volleyball players, that for them high VJ capacity is an important and major 

characteristic. 

Because this is the first study that engages with this issue, its primary purpose was to discover 

the existence of the phenomenon among the volleyball players. According to the findings of this 

thesis, this phenomenon exists, and this discovery brings a contribution and originality. However, this 

effect cannot be occurred under any condition, and certain conditions are required for the occurrence 

of this affect. According to the research, the optimal way to take advantage of this phenomenon, in 

aim to create the "window of opportunity" for VJ enhancement, is not at the preparatory season but 

after approximately two months of VJ trainings to maximum height and then continue the VJ training 

with the additional endurance run at increasing speed, like YYIE1, before each VJ training. 

Another contribution of the research is the training platform for both enhancing VJ and aerobic and 

lactic-anaerobic capacity, which is integrated during the games season, towards to the end of the 

season and play-off time. This contribution is not obvious, because players and coaches are usually 
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planning to achieve the enhancement in these parameters, during the preparation term and only 

maintain and preserve them, during the games term. 

 
A training of eighty-jumps to maximum height that stands by itself and enhancing chronic 

vertical jump height 

The literature of enhancing VJ capacity engages with the integration of RT, PT and EMS 

training. As far as we know, no study has been found to examine the effect of VJ training, consisted 

of eighty VJ to maximum height (detailed in table 24), which stands by itself and enhances VJ 

capacity, without the methods of RT and/or EMS. The significant positive effect of this training of 

an 80 VJs to maximum height, that stands by itself, will also be considered as an originality and 

contribution of this research. 

 
The innovativeness of the study 

This research raises many research questions related to the effect of endurance run at 

increasing speed until reaching exhaustion or near-exhaustion, and the effect of a training of multiple 

VJs to maximum height, both regarding to VJ enhancement. These questions can open the door to 

much research on these issues and may even contribute not only for volleyball players, but to any 

athlete which explosive force activity is important to her or him, in aim to reach achievements and 

improve results. 

 
5. THE EFFECT OF THE ATTENTION TO THE BALL ON THE HEIGHT OF 

VOLLEYBALL BLOCK JUMP AND VOLLEYBALL ATTACK JUMP OF VOLLEYBALL 

PLAYERS 

 
 

Introduction 

It seems logical that enhancing the overall vertical jumps (VJ) will affect the enhancement of 

VJ while referring to the ball at volleyball block jump (VBJ) and volleyball attack jump (VAJ) during 

volleyball drills or games. However, as far as we know, this assumption was not examined yet, due 

to the lack of measurement means. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to find if there are 

differences between VBJ and VAJ with an attention to the ball (VBJW, VAJW), to free VBJ and VAJ 

without the attention to the ball (VBJF, VAJF). 

This study was conducted after the data collection of the study "The effect of repeated 

performances of yo-yo intermittent endurance test/run level 1 (YYIE1) preceding to an immediate VJ 

training, on chronic enhancement of VJ among volleyball players" (intervention program). This in 
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aim to find whether there are differences between these jumps of the experimental group, to the 

control group of experienced volleyball players, which performed these jumps with and without the 

attention to the ball. The control group underwent the same program of volleyball trainings and 

volleyball games as the experimental group, but without participating in the intervention program. 

 
The importance and the originality of this study 

The current approach in the volleyball world is that conditioning training should be 

performed, as much as possible, with an attention to the ball and imitates as possible, volleyball 

actions. This is including VJ training. However, if this present study will show a reduction in VBJ 

and VAJ with an attention to the ball, comparing to VBJ and VAJ, without the attention to the ball, 

then it will support the integration of VJs to maximum possible height, without the attention to the 

ball into the general volleyball training program. This in aim to stimulate VJ enhancement, as it 

presented in the intervention program in chapter 4.1. 

 
Methods 

In this study the experimental group was an integration of the Y-group and the R-group from 

the previous study. The control group was consisted mainly of the control group of the intervention 

program plus another three volleyball players who stopped the VJ trainings at the beginning of the 

intervention program. Integrating the two experimental groups to one large group was made possible 

by the significant VJ enhancement of both groups, at the end of the intervention program in the 

previous study, despite the difference between the two. Fifty experienced female and male volleyball 

players, from regional and national levels, volunteered to participate in this study. All of them 

participated also in the previous study. 

 
Data collection 

The data collection of the study was conducted at the beginning of April 2018, after the 

intervention program was ended. The data collection was lasted five weeks. The VJ tests were 

conducted over the regular volleyball training sessions. Each VJ test was conducted as the third part 

of a volleyball training unit. The test was preceded by 10 minutes of routine warm-up without a ball, 

that included an aerobic part followed by an anaerobic part, then another 10 minutes of continuous 

pepper drill (volleyball passes by pairs). This preparatory activity is accepted throughout the world 

as a pre-game warm-up. 

Each volleyball player was tested twice in two training units, in at least two-days break 

between the first test to the second. First test conducted for VBJ and second test for VAJ. The test 
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was performed in two parts which were performed twice. Each part concluded volleyball VJ (Either 

VBJ or VAJ) with an attention and without the attention to the ball. Each test was performed in next 

order: 1) 8-10 volleyball VJ with an attention to the ball; 2) Free 8-10 volleyball VJ without the 

attention to the ball; 3) 8-10 volleyball VJ with an attention to the ball; 4) Free 8-10 volleyball VJ 

without the attention to the ball (table 40). The mean results of each of VBJW, VAJW, VBJF and 

VAJF was calculated. 

 
Table 40. Order of the tests of volleyball vertical jumps, without and with an attention to the ball, 

for each one of the subjects. 

Order of 

the test 

First day At least 

two-days 

break 

Second day 

1 Ten minutes of routine warm-up 
without a ball and Ten minutes of 

pepper drill (volleyball passes by pairs). 

 Ten minutes of routine warm-up without 
a ball and Ten minutes of pepper drill 

(volleyball passes by pairs). 

2 Eight to ten volleyball VBJW  Eight to ten volleyball VAJW 

3 Two minutes interval  Two minutes interval 

4 Eight to ten volleyball VBJF  Eight to ten volleyball VAJF 

5 Two minutes interval  Two minutes interval 

6 Eight to ten volleyball VBJW  Eight to ten volleyball VAJW 

7 Two minutes interval  Two minutes interval 

8 Eight to ten volleyball VBJF  Eight to ten volleyball VAJF 

VBJW = Volleyball block jump with an attention to the ball, VBJF = Free volleyball block jump without the attention 

to the ball, VAJW = Volleyball attack jump with an attention to the ball, VAJF = Free volleyball attack jump without 

the attention to the ball 

 

 

 
Volleyball vertical jumps without and with an attention to the ball 

 Volleyball block jump with an attention to the ball (figure 31). Usually it is performed by 

side steps, in order to jump in the most effective place to block the ball. The jump rarely 

performed without any steps. In this test we tried to minimize the side steps, which was very 

difficult to eliminate. 
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Figure 31. Volleyball block jump with an attention to the ball (VBJW) 

 
 

 Free volleyball block jump, without the attention to the ball (figure 32). Was performed 

from a standing position, without side steps. 

 

Figure 32. Free volleyball block jump without the attention to the ball (VBJF) 

 
 

 Volleyball attack jump with an attention to the ball (figure 33). Was performed by three steps 

approach, with arm swing. Volleyball attack jump is executed from both legs. The attention 

to the ball during the jumping approach and jump requires precise timing, which sometimes 

requires changes in running speed, steps size, arm swing and therefore, perhaps also height of 

jump. 

Figure 33. Volleyball attack jump with an attention to the ball (VAJW) 
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 Free volleyball attack jump, without the attention to the ball (figure 34). The volleyball 

player has no limitations to perform her/his optimal jumping approach, with optimal running 

speed, steps size and arm swing and jumping the highest she or he can. 

Figure 34. Free volleyball attack jump without the attention to the ball (VBJF) 

 
 

Two study comparisons: within groups and between groups 

Two comparisons were made in this study (tables 41, 42): 1) The difference between VJs with 

an attention to the ball and VJs without the attention to the ball, within the experimental group and 

within the control group; 2) The difference between the experimental group and the control group in 

VJs with an attention to the ball and between the groups in free VJs without the attention to the ball. 

The comparisons were made twice, separately for VBJ and for VAJ. 

 
Table 41. Comparisons of volleyball block jumps within and between the experimental and the 

control groups. 

Experimental group  Control group 

Mean result of volleyball block 

jump with an attention to the 

ball (VBJW) 

Compared to 

(between): 

Mean result of volleyball block 

jump with an attention to the 

ball (VBJW) 

Compared to (within):  Compared to (within): 

Mean result of free volleyball 

block jump without the 

attention to the ball (VBJF) 

Compared to 

(between): 

Mean result of free volleyball 

block jump without the 
attention to the ball (VBJF) 

VBJW = Volleyball block jump with an attention to the ball 

VBJF = Volleyball block jump without the attention to the ball 
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Table 42. Comparisons of volleyball attack jumps within and between the experimental and the 

control groups. 

Experimental group  Control group 

Mean result of volleyball attack 

jumps with an attention to the 

ball (VAJW) 

Compared to 
(between): 

Mean result of volleyball attack 

jumps with an attention to the 

ball (VAJW) 

Compared to (within):  Compared to (within): 

Mean result of free volleyball 

attack jumps without the 

attention to the ball (VAJF) 

Compared to 

(between): 

Mean result of free volleyball 

attack jumps without the 

attention to the ball (VAJF) 

VAJW = Volleyball attack jump with an attention to the ball 

VAJF = Volleyball attack jump without the attention to the ball 

 
VJ measurement 

The VJ height was measured using VERT Wearable Jump Monitor, as explained in chapter 

2. VERT Wearable Jump Monitor was found to by a valid VJ measurement instrument. (Charlton et 

al., 2017; Borges et al., 2017; MacDonald et el., 2017). 

 
Statistical design 

To test the research hypothesis, an ANOVA with repeated measures (group (2) X condition 

(2)) was performed in order to compare the performance of VBJW and VAJW, and VBJF and VAJF, 

in the control and the experimental groups. Post hoc test were computed using Bonferroni correction 

t-test. 

 
Results 

In aim to examine the difference between VBJW and VAJW versus VBJF and VAJF, both 

groups- Experimental (Y-group and R-group together) and control, performed two tests for volleyball 

VJs in two different days. One for VBJ and one for VAJ, according to tables 43, 44. Comparisons 

were made between the mean height of VJs with and without the attention to the ball, using an 

ANOVA with repeated measures was performed for each of the two variables (VBJ and VAJ) 

separately (group x time). For statistical definition, we used the term "condition" to define VJs (VBJ 

and VAJ) with and without the attention to the ball, together: 
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Volleyball block jump with an attention to the ball versus volleyball block jump without the 

attention to the ball 

 
Table 43. Means and standard deviations of the height of volleyball block jumps with and without 

an attention to the ball. 

Control group 

N=24 

Experimental 

group N=26 

Condition Mean SD Mean SD 

Volleyball block jump with an attention to the ball 47.87 8.42 56.4 11.56 

Volleyball block jump without the attention to the ball 48.87 8.45 56.82 11.16 

 
No statistical differences were found between VBJW and VBJF in each one of the groups 

(within groups). However, VBJW and VBJF height, was found significantly higher in the 

experimental group, comparing to the control group (P ˂ 0.05) (between groups). 

 
Volleyball attack jump with an attention to the ball versus volleyball attack jump without the 

attention to the ball 

 
Table 44. Means and standard deviations of the height of volleyball attack jumps with and without 

the attention to the ball. 

Control group 

N=24 

Experimental 

group N=26 

Condition Mean SD Mean SD 

Volleyball attack jump with an attention to the ball 58.14 11.6 62.69 11.68 

Volleyball attack jump without the attention to the ball 61.43 10.9 71.72 13.65 

 
Statistical differences were found between VAJW and VAJF in both control and experimental 

groups (P ˂ 0.05 and P ˂ 0.001, respectively) (within groups). In addition, VAJW and VAJF height, 

was found significantly higher in the experimental group, by comparison to the control group (P ˂ 

0.05 and P ˂ 0.001, respectively) (between groups). 

The percentage difference rate within each group the experimental group to the control group 

in volleyball block jump and volleyball attack jump 
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Table 45. The percentage difference rate between volleyball block jump to volleyball attack jump, 

with and without the attention to the ball (within groups). 

Δ %. 

VBJW to VBJF 

Δ %. 

VAJW to VAJF 

Experimental group 0.74 14.42 

Control group 2.09 5.66 

VBJW = volleyball block jump with an attention to the ball, VBJF = volleyball block jump without the attention to the 

ball, VAJW = volleyball attack jump with an attention to the ball, VAJF = volleyball attack jump without the attention 

to the ball 

 

The percentage difference rate between the experimental group to the control group in 

volleyball block jump and volleyball attack jump 

 
Table 46. The level of significance and the percentage difference rate, between the mean height 

results (in cm) in volleyball vertical jumps with and without the attention to the ball, in the control 

group and the experimental group. 

 Control 

group 

Experimental 

group 

Level of 

significance 

Δ % 

VBJW 47.87 56.4 P ˂ 0.05 17.82 

VBJF 48.87 56.82 P ˂ 0.05 16.27 

VAJW 58.14 62.69 P ˂ 0.05 7.83 

VAJF 61.43 71.73 P ˂ 0.001 16.77 

VBJW = Volleyball block jump with an attention to the ball, VBJF = Free volleyball block jump without the attention 

to the ball, VAJW = Volleyball attack jump with an attention to the ball, VAJF = Free volleyball attack jump without an 

attention to the ball 

Discussion and conclusions 

Hypothesis 7: "The height of volleyball block jumps and volleyball attack jumps with 

attention to the ball will be lower than the height of volleyball block jumps and volleyball attack 

jumps without attention to the ball, among regional and national level volleyball players regardless 

of participation in the intervention program". This hypothesis was found partially correct. No 

significant difference was found between VBJW to VBJF, within the control and within the 

experimental groups. However, on the other hand, significant difference was found between VAJW 

to VAJF, within the control and within the experimental groups. 

It is not clear why insignificant difference was found between VBJW and VBJF in both 

groups. There are two proposed reasons: 1) As opposed to standing VBJF, which technically was 

easily performed, VBJW is difficult to perform without certain legs movements. These legs 
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movements are assisting to increase VJ height. 2) Maybe the motivation in VBJW was higher than 

VBJA. Further research is needed regarding to this issue. 

 
The contribution of this study to the theoretical knowledge 

As found in this research, the VAJW are lower than VAJF, even among volleyball players 

who are skilled in VAJ approach and technique. For the first time, the VAJW height could be 

measured, thanks to the sophisticated measuring instrument- VERT Wearable Jump Monitor. Until 

today, the tendency of the coaches is to reduce as much as possible, volleyball activity without the 

attention to the ball, and as much as possible, activating the players while referring to the ball. If we 

understand that in aim to enhance VJ height, it is necessary to jump to maximum height, then there 

are many volleyball players who do not do so, and all their VAJs, since they were children, have been 

done with an attention to the ball. Therefore, another contribution of this research is in that it shows 

the importance of the performance of VAJF to maximum height, in aim to create the stimulation to 

enhance this capability. 

 
Practical implications and recommendations 

The research indicates the importance of performing VAJF in addition to the VAJW, in aim 

to stimulate VAJ enhancement. This is not obvious due to the world-wide approach, in which 

volleyball exercise should be performed as much as possible, with an attention to the ball. These 

jumps can be performed regardless of the VJ training as a part of the intervention program. These 

jumps can be simply integrated into the volleyball training itself (figure 8). However, while 

performing these jumps, it is important that the players understand the importance of reaching 

maximum height in each VJ, in aim to create a stimulus for VJ enhancement. 

Regarding to VBJ, and according to the findings, it is obvious that these VJs should be 

integrated into the intervention program. However, it is not certain that VBJ should be performed 

without the attention to the ball, because a significant difference in VBJ height with or without the 

attention to the ball, was not found. However, it is still recommended to perform VBJF, either because 

it requires less organization and can easily be integrated into the 20-minutes VJ training unit, or 

because VBJF was still found a little bit higher than VBJW and therefore do creates stimulation for 

enhancing VBJ capacity. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

 VJ and agility are enhanced when performed immediately after YYIE1 80%, compared to VJ 

and agility which are performed immediately after CWU, in the acute level. 

 Trainings of VJs for maximum height, that stand by themselves (without RT), are significantly 

enhancing chronic VJ capacity. 

 After approximately two months of trainings of VJs for maximum height after CWU, 

continuing the trainings with the addition of a YYIE1 immediately before each VJ training, 

enables significant continuation of the VJ height enhancement, even into the games season. 

This reveals that under appropriate preparation term, endurance run at increasing speed, which 

is performed by YYIE1, significantly has positive influence on the VJ training effect, when 

performed continuously over a training period of at least two months. 

 VAJW was found significantly lower than VAJF. Thus, VAJW is providing less stimulation 

for VAJ enhancement. 
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